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The Energy Information
Administration, as part of its continuing
effort to reduce paperwork and
respondent burden (required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub.
L. 104–13)), conducts a presurvey
consultation program to provide the
general public and other Federal
agencies with an opportunity to
comment on proposed and/or
continuing reporting forms. This
program helps to ensure that requested
data can be provided in the desired
format, reporting burden is minimized,
reporting forms are clearly understood,
and the impact of collection
requirements on respondents can be
properly assessed.

II. Current Actions

Form EIA–902 will be submitted in
1997 for approval by the Office of
Management and Budget for a period
not in excess of three years pursuant to
Section 3507(d) of the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 (Pub. L. 96–511).
EIA is providing this opportunity for the
public to review and comment on the
draft survey form and instructions.

This survey is a new collection. Data
that would be collected on Form EIA–
902 include the number of geothermal
heat pumps shipped by type, regional
destinations by type, type of customers,
and distributions by market sector.

III. Request for Comments

Prospective respondents and other
interested parties should comment on
the actions discussed in item II. The
following guidelines are provided to
assist in the preparation of responses.

General Issues

EIA is interested in receiving
comments from persons regarding:

A. Whether the proposed collection of
information is necessary for the proper
performance of the functions of the
agency, including whether the
information will have practical utility.
Practical utility is the actual usefulness
of information to or for an agency,
taking into account its accuracy,
adequacy, reliability, timeliness, and the
agency’s ability to process the
information it collects.

B. What enhancements can EIA make
to the quality, utility, and clarity of the
information to be collected?

As a Potential Respondent

A. Are the instructions and
definitions clear and sufficient? If not,
which instructions require clarification?

B. Can data be submitted in
accordance with the due date specified
in the instructions?

C. Public reporting burden for this
collection is estimated to average two
hours per response. Burden includes the
total time, effort, or financial resources
expended to generate, maintain, retain,
or disclose or provide the information
including: (1) Reviewing instructions;
(2) developing, acquiring, installing, and
utilizing technology and systems for the
purposes of collecting, validating,
verifying, processing, maintaining,
disclosing and providing information;
(3) adjusting existing ways to comply
with any previously applicable
instructions and requirements; (4)
training personnel to respond to a
collection of information; (5) searching
data sources; (6) completing and
reviewing the collection of information;
and (7) transmitting, or otherwise
disclosing the information.

Please comment on (1) the accuracy of
our estimate and (2) how the agency
could minimize the burden of the
collection of information, including the
use of automated collection techniques
or other forms of information
technology.

D. EIA estimates that respondents to
this survey will not incur any reporting
costs other than the reporting burden
cited above. What is the estimated (1)
total dollar amount annualized for
capital and start-up costs and (2)
recurring annual dollar amount of
operation and maintenance and
purchase of services costs associated
with this data collection? The estimates
should take into account the costs
associated with generating, maintaining,
and disclosing or providing the
information.

E. Do you know of any other Federal,
State, or local agency that collects
similar data? If you do, specify the
agency, the data element(s), and the
methods of collection.

As a Potential User

A. Can you use data at the levels of
detail indicated on the form?

B. For what purpose would you use
the data? Be specific.

C. Are there alternate sources of data
and do you use them? If so, what are
their deficiencies and/or strengths?

D. For the most part, information is
published by EIA in U.S. customary
units, e.g., cubic feet of natural gas,
short tons of coal, and barrels of oil.
Would you prefer to see EIA publish
more information in metric units, e.g.,
cubic meters, metric tons, and
kilograms? If yes, please specify what
information (e.g., coal production,
natural gas consumption, and crude oil
imports), the metric unit(s) of
measurement preferred, and in which

EIA publication(s) you would like to see
such information.

Comments submitted in response to
this notice will be summarized and/or
included in the request for OMB
approval of the form. They also will
become a matter of public record.

Statutory Authority: Section 3506 (c)(2)(A)
of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(Pub. L. 104–13).

Issued in Washington, D.C. December 24,
1996.
Yvonne Bishop,
Director, Office of Statistical Standards,
Energy Information Administration.
[FR Doc. 96–33197 Filed 12–27–96; 8:45 am]
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Office of Energy Research

Energy Research Financial Assistance
Program Notice 97–05 Energy
Biosciences

AGENCY: Department of Energy (DOE).

ACTION: Notice inviting grant
preapplications

SUMMARY: The Office of Basic Energy
Sciences of the Office of Energy
Research (ER), U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) invites preapplications
from potential applicants for research
funding in the Energy Biosciences
program area. The intent in asking for a
preapplication is to save the time and
effort of applicants in preparing and
submitting a formal project application
that may be inappropriate for the
program. The preapplication should
consist of a two- to three-page concept
paper on the research contemplated for
an application to the Energy Biosciences
program. The concept paper should
focus on the scientific objectives and
significance of the planned research,
and include an outline of the
approaches planned, and any other
information relating to the planned
research. No budget information or
biographical data need be included; nor
is an institutional endorsement
necessary. The preapplication gives us
the opportunity to advise potential
applicants on the suitability of their
research ideas to the mission of the DOE
Energy Biosciences program. A response
indicating the appropriateness of
submitting a formal application will be
sent from the Division of Energy
Biosciences office in time to allow for
an adequate preparation period for a
formal application.

DATES: For timely consideration, all
preapplications should be received by
February 28, 1997. However, earlier
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submissions will be gladly accepted. A
response to timely preapplications will
be communicated by April 18, 1997.
The deadline for receipt of formal
applications is June 18, 1997.
ADDRESSES: Preapplications referencing
Program Notice 97–05 should be
forwarded to: U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
ER–17, Division of Energy Biosciences,
19901 Germantown Road, Germantown,
MD 20874–1290, Attn: Program Notice
97–05. Fax submissions are acceptable,
Fax Number (301) 903–1003.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
Pat Snyder, Division of Energy
Biosciences, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, ER–17, 19901 Germantown
Road, Germantown, MD 20874–1290,
telephone (301) 903–2873; E-mail
pat.snyder@oer.doe.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Before
preparing a formal application, potential
applicants should submit a brief
preapplication, which consists of two to
three pages of narrative describing
research objectives. These will be
reviewed relative to the scope and the
research needs of the Energy
Biosciences program. The Energy
Biosciences program has the mission of
generating fundamental biological
information about plants and non-
medical related microorganisms that can
provide support for future energy
related biotechnologies. The objective is
to pursue basic biochemical, genetic
and physiological investigations that
may contribute towards providing
alternate fuels, petroleum replacement
products, energy conservation measures
as well as other technologies such as
phytoremediation related to DOE
programs. Areas of interest include
bioenergetic systems, including
photosynthesis; control of plant growth
and development, including metabolic,
genetic, and hormonal and ambient
factor regulation, metabolic diversity,
ion uptake, transport and accumulation,
stress physiology and adaptation;
genetic transmission and expression;
plant-microbial interactions, plant cell
wall structure and function;
lignocellulose degradative mechanisms;
mechanisms of fermentations, genetics
of neglected microorganisms, energetics
and membrane phenomena;
thermophile (molecular basis of high
temperature tolerance); microbial
interactions; and one-carbon
metabolism, which is the basis of
biotransformations such as
methanogenesis. The objective is to
discern and understand basic
mechanisms and principles.

Funds are expected to be available for
new grant awards in FY 1998. The

magnitude of these funds available and
the number of awards which can be
made will depend on the budget
process. The awards made during FY
1996 averaged close to $100,000 per
year, mostly for a three-year duration.
The principal purpose in using
preapplications at this time is to reduce
the expenditure of time and effort of all
parties. Information about development
and submission of applications,
eligibility, limitations, evaluations and
selection processes, and other policies
and procedures may be found in the 10
CFR Part 605 and the Guide. The
Application Guide for the Office of
Energy Research Financial Assistance
Program for formal submissions and
copies of 10 CFR Part 605 are available
from U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences, ER–17,
Division of Energy Biosciences, 19901
Germantown Road, Germantown, MD
20874–1290. Telephone requests may be
made by calling (301) 903-2873.
Instructions for preparation of an
application are included in the
application guide. Electronic access to
ER’s Financial Assistance Guide is
possible via the Internet using the
following Web site address: http://
www.er.doe.gov/production/grants/
grants.html.

The Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance number for this program is
81.049, and the solicitation control
number is ERFAP 10 CFR Part 605.

Issued in Washington, D.C., on December
17, 1996.
John R. Clark,
Associate Director for Resource Management,
Office of Energy Research.
[FR Doc. 96–33196 Filed 12–27–96; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450–01–P

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[FERC–592]

Agency Information Collection Under
Review by the Office of Management
and Budget

December 24, 1996.
AGENCY: Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION: Notice of request submitted for
review to the Office of Management and
Budget.

SUMMARY: The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (Commission)
has submitted the energy information
collection listed in this notice to the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review under provisions of
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

(Pub. L. 104–13). Any interested person
may file comments on the collection of
information directly with OMB and
should address a copy of those
comments to the Commission, as
explained below. The Commission did
not receive any public comments in
response to an earlier Federal Register
notice of September 18, 1996 (61 FR
49121–49122).
DATES: Comments must be filed on or
before January 29, 1997.
ADDRESSES: Address comments to Office
of Management and Budget, Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Attention: Federal Energy Commission
Desk Officer, 726 Jackson Place N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20503. A copy of the
comments should also be sent to Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission,
Division of Information Services,
Attention: Mr. Michael Miller, 888 First
Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20426.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Michael Miller may be reached by
telephone at (202) 208–1415 and by e-
mail at mmiller@ferc.fed.us.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Description: The energy information
collection submitted to OMB for review
contains:

1. Collection of Information: FERC–
592, ‘‘Marketing Affiliates of Interstate
Pipelines’’.

2. Sponsor: Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission.

3. Control No.: 1902–0157. The
Commission is now requesting that
OMB approve a three year extension of
these mandatory collection
requirements.

4. Necessity of Collection of
Information: Submission of the
information is necessary to enable the
Commission to carry out its
responsibilities in implementing
provisions of the Natural Gas Policy Act
and the Natural Gas Act (NGA). The
Commission monitors the information
maintained by interstate natural gas
pipeline for transactions of
transportation, sales, and storage
activities between the pipelines and
their marketing affiliates. The
information is used to deter undue
discrimination by pipeline companies
in favor of their marketing affiliates. The
information is also used by non-
affiliated shippers or others (such as
state commissions) to determine
whether they have been harmed by
affiliate preference and, in some cases,
to prepare evidence for formal
proceedings following the filing of a
complaint. Additionally, pipelines
provide 24-hour electronic access of this
information to any interested party.
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